A winter wedding may not come to mind when one thinks of a Charleston Wedding. But we’re here to change your mind this season! The holiday season here at the hotel and our neighborhood of downtown Charleston, is absolutely breathtaking during the holidays! Beginning at the first of December (maybe even a few days sooner, we admit, we’re eager) the hotel dawns its best decorations throughout the lobby and all other public spaces. Trees in every corner of the ballrooms & hallways, garland lining the rails of the staircases, beautiful wreaths adorned inside and outside the windows and the biggest tree of all in the center of the lobby - lit up and sparkling bright. Holiday music plays throughout and you just can’t help to feel giddy for the season.

One of the best things is being steps away from the bright and shining Christmas Tree in Marion Square. Made up of string lights, you can walk through this tent of lights and capture some amazing images together! Make sure to snag shots of the lights strung along the palmetto trees too!

All images are courtesy of Richard Bell Photography. Please visit their website here.